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Inspection date: 21 February 2020

Overall effectiveness Outstanding

The quality of education Outstanding

Behaviour and attitudes Outstanding

Personal development Outstanding

Leadership and management Outstanding

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Outstanding



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is outstanding

When young children first arrive, they eagerly show staff reading books from 
home. They point to pictures, name vehicles and press buttons to hear a story in 
Greek, for example. Children very quickly settle in this tremendously vibrant and 
exciting environment. Staff deployment is excellent, and they consistently engage 
all children in play and learning. Children establish very positive attachments with 
their key person. Every member of staff gets to know all children exceptionally well 
in the nursery. Babies, toddlers and older children play and learn together. Staff 
supervise babies at all times to maintain their safety. This means children from a 
very young age learn essential skills. For example, they show interest in other 
children's play, learn and play alongside one another, and begin to share toys. 
Children's behaviour is excellent and they are emotionally secure. Children are very 
kind and caring towards each other. For instance, older children rub babies' backs 
as they drift off to sleep, and toddlers consistently give each other cuddles. Older 
children politely ask if they can join others in their play. Staff know parents and the 
local community extremely well, and make excellent use of local resources. For 
instance, children thoroughly enjoy daily outings to secure local parks, museums 
and a library. This means children begin to develop a secure sense of self within 
their local community. 

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n Children consistently show enjoyment and curiosity. Babies keenly crawl, cruise 
furniture and toddle as they explore the stimulating environment with 
enthusiasm. For example, they are fascinated by the sound of beads rattling 
inside metallic egg-shakers. Older children cover their eyes with a blindfold and 
concentrate when they try to identify different textures, such as rough and 
smooth.

n Children learn new skills, for example how to cut stems and arrange flowers in 
tiny vases, which are then displayed throughout the nursery. Most days they 
eagerly bake bread. Staff provide easily accessible resources and experiences for 
children to successfully combine their learning and development. For instance, 
children choose ingredients to make bread, such as flour, oils and real herbs.

n All children, including babies, benefit from excellent opportunities to extend and 
practise their physical skills indoors and during outings. For example, babies and 
toddlers skilfully master stairs and slopes with increasing ease, confidence and 
control.

n Highly qualified and experienced staff provide exceptional opportunities to 
promote children's communication and language skills. Staff plan many language 
activities to help expand children's vocabulary on directional and positional 
relationships, such as 'over here', 'at the top' and 'on the bottom'. Children listen 
intently to instruction. They keenly place real vegetables, such as peppers, 
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carrots and sweet potatoes, in different positions. 
n The curriculum is inspirational, ambitious and well planned to meet children's 

interests and individual needs. Staff have an outstanding knowledge of the 
curriculum that they implement, which leads to extremely positive outcomes for 
every child. Children are very well equipped for the next stages in their learning, 
and move on to school with the knowledge of how to become good citizens. 

n Staff encourage fine motor activities in preparation for children's early writing. 
They make excellent use of the Montessori element of the curriculum to facilitate 
this. For instance, children concentrate when they use their fingers to copy 
letters in a tray of flour. Leaders provide a variety of extra-curricular activities to 
extend children's experiences and learning. For example, children participate 
keenly in cooking and gardening sessions, and begin to say single words in 
Spanish. All children are tremendously motivated and eager learners.

n The nursery places a strong emphasis on literacy and mathematics. For 
example, babies enjoy looking at cloth and board books, and toddlers 
independently select their favourite books. They turn pages carefully and point 
to the pictures. Older children keenly listen to stories and recall their favourite 
parts. Staff's expert teaching skills build and combine what children know and 
can do. For instance, children complete complex problems such as joining 
golden beads together to make cubes from 10 to 1000.

n Leaders provide outstanding childcare. They consistently and securely scrutinise 
strengths and identify where areas can be improved. Staff's extremely successful 
professional development opportunities help to keep their knowledge and 
teaching skills current and of very high quality. Staff say they are very well 
supported to further develop their already excellent skills and well-being.

n There are exceptional partnerships with parents, who say that the nursery is 
'very special'. Staff keep parents very well informed of their children's progress 
in a variety of ways. For example, parents regularly attend meetings, and key 
persons routinely share children's learning journals with them. Along with daily 
verbal feedback, all of these provide a tremendously consistent approach to 
children's learning and development.

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

Children's safety is of the highest priority. Safety checks are completed prior to 
outings, and police keep leaders fully informed of major incidents in the local area, 
to help maintain children's safety at the highest level. Children learn how to keep 
themselves safe, for example in the event of a fire or around road safety. Leaders 
and staff demonstrate excellent knowledge of their safeguarding responsibilities. 
They regularly attend safeguarding training to further increase their knowledge. 
This helps them to identify, understand and respond to signs of possible abuse or 
neglect. Leaders and staff understand their role to protect children from extreme 
views and beliefs. They can confidently explain the procedures to follow if they 
have a concern about a child's safety.
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY284463

Local authority City of London 

Inspection number 10137842

Type of provision Childcare on non-domestic premises

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register, Voluntary Childcare Register

Day care type Full day care

Age range of children 0 to 4

Total number of places 26

Number of children on roll 30

Name of registered person Newpark Childcare Company Ltd.

Registered person unique 
reference number RP524219

Telephone number 020 7638 5550

Date of previous inspection 3 August 2015

Information about this early years setting

Newpark Childcare Centre registered in 2004 and is one of five settings, owned by 
Newpark Childcare. The nursery follows the Montessori teaching methods and is 
situated in the City of London. It is open each weekday from 7am until 7pm, all 
year round. The nursery is in receipt of funding to provide free early education for 
children aged three and four years. It employs eight members of staff, six of whom 
hold appropriate early years qualifications. One member of staff has qualified 
teacher status.

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Jane Morgan
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Inspection activities

n A joint observation was carried out by the inspector and the manager to 
consider the quality of education.

n The inspector and the manager completed a learning walk across all areas of the 
provision to understand how the curriculum and environment are organised

n A meeting was held between the inspector and leaders to discuss arrangements 
for self-evaluation, safe recruitment of staff and staff suitability.

n The inspector spoke to staff and parents at appropriate times during the 
inspection.

n A range of documentation was viewed by the inspector, including public liability 
insurance, safeguarding policies and procedures, and paediatric first-aid 
qualifications.

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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